Abstract: Medical advances in the last decades have increased the average life expectancy, but also the incidence and prevalence of age-associated neurodegenerative diseases. Alzheimer disease (AD) is one of the most common neurodegenerative diseases and the most prevalent type of dementia. A plethora of different mechanisms contribute to AD, among which oxidative stress plays a key role in its development and progression. So far, there are no pharmacological treatments available and the current medications are mainly symptomatic. In the last years, dietary polyphenols have gained research attention due to their interesting biological activities, and more specifically their antioxidant properties. (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) is a natural flavanol that has been extensively studied regarding its potential effects in AD. In this review we present the current in vitro and in vivo experimentation regarding the use of EGCG in AD. We also review the complex mechanisms of action of EGCG, not only limited to its antioxidant activity, which may explain its beneficial health effects.
NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES
Neurodegenerative diseases are a wide and heterogeneous group of disorders whose common characteristic is a selective functional failure of the brain and/or spinal cord neurons, which leads to a progressive nervous system dysfunction. In spite of the multifactorial etiology and pathogenesis of this broad group of diseases where aging is a major risk factor, the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and mutations in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) have been postulated as common contributing factors for the initiation and development of these diseases [1] . However, in contrast to the mitochondrial free radical theory of aging, evidence from an increasing number of experimental studies has suggested that mtDNA mutations may be generated by replication errors rather than by accumulated oxidative damage [2] . Since Harman published his theory associating for the first time free radicals with aging in 1956 [3] , the knowledge in this field has experienced much progress and yet, is still controversial [4] , especially due to the reduced effectiveness of the clinical treatments aiming at minimizing the effects and consequences of oxidative stress [5] . Redox reactions between specific proteins (such as amyloid-β (Aβ) and α-synuclein) and transition metals (specially Zn, Cu, and Fe) originate the majority of brain ROS, and it has been suggested that the brain accumulation of Aβ proteins may be a protective response to oxidative stress [6] . This is in part based on the observation that regions of the brain rich in Aβ proteins also have increased levels of protein oxidation [7] . ROS are highly reactive, target lipids, proteins, and DNA, and are able to disrupt intracellular calcium homeostasis, leading to excitotoxicity. Abnormally high levels of calcium activate a wide number of pathways including the glutamate receptors whose excitotoxic response leads to cell death [8] .
Redox reactions occur naturally in our cells and ROS are constantly produced by the mitochondria as by-products of the electron transport chain reactions. To prevent cell damage, the antioxidant system, a complex defense system, faces the toxic ROS accumulation, attenuating its net production. This complex endogenous antioxidant defense system is constituted by enzymatic components (such as superoxide dismutases, catalase or glutathione peroxidase) and non-enzymatic components (such as glutathione or α-tocopherol), and minimizes the excessive formation of reactive species (Table 1) . Unfortunately, this system is not always entirely effective and therefore oxidative damage can injure several tissues (the brain being especially sensitive to it), resulting in chronic diseases [9] and neurodegeneration [8] . ROS are in fact a threat only upon imbalance between their production and the antioxidant system. Table 1 : Examples of enzymatic and non-enzymatic components of the antioxidant system, and some of the most common ROS. An overproduction of ROS or a dysfunction of the antioxidant system causes an imbalance that leads to oxidative stress.
Although in some cases radicals are considered a unique entity, their chemical reactivity and, consequently, their toxicity vary significantly. The highly reactive hydroxyl radical is probably always harmful [10] , whereas nitric oxide plays a wide variety of roles in vivo, for example, as a messenger molecule or controlling the systemic blood pressure and respiration [11] . Indeed, several ROS are second messengers that regulate normal cell functions and control cell signaling pathways [12] . Strikingly, one of the functions of ROS is the modulation of long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus. Both superoxide and hydrogen peroxide are involved in LTP. LTP studies in the rodent hippocampus have revealed that the scavenging of superoxide blocks high-frequency stimulation LTP (HFS-LTP) [13] , suggesting that superoxide is required for HFS-LTP. Conversely, overproduction of H 2 O 2 as a by-product of superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity was shown to inhibit LTP [14] . This action, however, seems to depend on different factors including the kind of ROS, its concentration, and the age of the organism [15] .
ALZHEIMER DISEASE
In developed countries, the increase in life expectancy has increased the incidence and prevalence of diseases related to aging, such as neurodegenerative disorders [16, 17] . Of those, AD is the most common [18] . According to the World Alzheimer Report 2009, nearly 40 million people worldwide are living with dementia and this prevalence is estimated to increase up to 66 million people by 2030, and to 115 million by 2050 [19, 20] . The progressive decline of cognitive ability is the main clinical symptom of AD, already described in the original report of 1907 along with the neuropathological features [21, 22] , and that results in the loss of daily functioning. The etiology of AD remains unclear, but the underlying neurodegenerative processes are thought to start between 20 and 30 years before the observation of the first clinical symptoms [18] . However, genetic studies related to AD have connected autosomal dominant mutations in the APP, presenilin-1 and -2 genes with early onset familial AD (FAD, rare forms that appear before 60 years of age). The inheritance of the ε4 allele of apolipoprotein E (ApoE4) is a well-established genetic risk factor for late onset sporadic AD [23, 24] although its mechanism of action is not well established [25] .
Pathophysiological findings in Alzheimer Disease
The clinical symptoms of AD (loss of cognitive abilities and impairment in executive function) are the manifestation of an underlying neurodegenerative process affecting cortical and subcortical brain regions. The causal mechanisms of this neurodegenerative process are not understood, but neuropathological hallmarks of AD include the accumulation of extracellular neuritic (also named senile, or amyloid) plaques of Aβ peptides, and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFT), which major component is hyperphosphorylated tau protein [1] . Both senile plaques and NFT are composed of misfolded proteins. Massive neuronal cell loss, synapse loss, and cerebral atrophy are also observed [16] .
AD is associated with chronic neuroinflammation. This inflammatory process is understood as the activation of microglia and astrocytes, leading to increased concentrations of cytokines and chemokines that can cause cell loss, neurodegenerative changes, and the disruption of the bloodbrain barrier. AD brains are characterized by an increased gliosis, especially with activated astrocytes and microglia close to the amyloid plaques. The chronic neuroinflammation ends up inducing necrosis by several mechanisms, including oxidative stress [26] , that in turn induces neuroinflammation, generating, thus, a positive feedback mechanism [27] .
Finally, the neuronal loss affects specific cell populations. For example, the degeneration of the basal forebrain cholinergic nuclei led to the hypotheses that AD was caused because of a cholinergic dysfunction [28] AD brains show decreased ChAT (Choline Acetyltransferase) activity, leading to decreased concentrations of acetylcholine [29, 30] , and reflecting the cholinergic cell loss. The only treatment currently used in clinics for AD is based in this observation [28] . Alternatively, AD is considered a misfolding protein disease where tau protein or Aβ initiate the disease. The amyloid hypothesis is at present the most likely cause of the damage that underpins AD.
Alzheimer disease as a misfolding protein disease: the amyloid hypothesis
The amyloid hypothesis postulates that in AD abnormal processing of amyloid precursor protein (APP) in the brain leads to an increased production of a short fragment of APP known as Aβ, and the formation of amyloid plaques. The major components of these plaques are Aβ peptides, which are 38 to 42 amino acids in length. Aβ peptides tend to aggregate and form neurotoxic oligomers that are now considered to cause the memory impairment present in AD [18] . There is growing evidence that soluble oligomeric clusters of Aβ are important for the early synaptic failure seen in AD pathogenesis [31] . However, even though Aβ was initially thought to be causative of the disease, in fact there is poor correlation between dementia and the plaque burden [32] .
Aβ peptides are generated by the proteolytic cleavage of APP, a transmembrane protein with a single-membrane spanning domain [18] . APP and its metabolites have several proposed functions including various roles in early brain development, synaptogenesis, synaptic plasticity, adaptation to brain ischemia, control of cholesterol metabolism, modulation of acetylcholinesterase (AChE), as well as in the regulation of the epigenome towards the expression of AD genes [33] . Two different pathways for processing APP have been described. The difference between them lies in the proteases involved in APP cleavage; these enzymes are the key elements that determine Aβ peptides formation ( Figure  1) . In physiological conditions up to 90% of APP metabolism is through the non-amyloidogenic pathway, which comprises both α and γ-secretase processing. The first step of this pathway consists in the cleavage of APP at 83 amino acids from the C-terminus through α-secretase enzymatic activity [34] (mainly ADAM metallopeptidase domain 10 -ADAM10 [35] ), generating an extracellular Nterminal soluble fragment (called sAPPα) and a membraneassociated C-terminal fragment of 83 residues (known as α-CTF or C83). This cleavage takes place within the Aβ region, thus preventing the formation of the toxic peptide, and leading to a potential neuroprotective effect [34] . sAPPα is also known to promote neurogenesis [36] . Afterwards, α-CTF is processed by γ-secretase and produces a small peptide called p3 [37] . This enzyme is a protease complex composed by at least four subunits, the proteolytic site being contained in the presenilin protein [32] . Additionally, there is a minor non-amyloidogenic route through ß-site APPcleaving enzyme-2 (BACE-2) activity [38, 39] that can lower Aß levels via α-secretase-like cleavage of APP within the Aß sequence [40] , an activity that has been dubbed "θ-secretase" [41, 42] .
Alternatively, the amyloidogenic processing takes place by a sequential cleavage by β-(also known as β-site APP cleaving enzyme-BACE-1) and γ-secretases. In the first cleavage, the β-secretase carries out the proteolysis at 99 amino acids from C-terminus releasing an extracellular Nterminal soluble fragment (sAPPβ) and the complementary C-terminal 99 amino acid fragment is retained in the membrane (β-CTF or C99). The subsequent cleavage of this fragment by the γ-secretase generates the toxic Aβ peptide [43] . The γ-secretase cleavage (by either amyloidogenic or non-amyloidogenic pathway) also generates a cytosolic fragment known as APP intracellular domain (AICD) [37] . AICD has been proposed to be a transcriptional regulator of several proteins when forming a complex with Fe65 and Tip60. Among the genes that could be regulated by AICD there are several AD related proteins, including APP, BACE-1, and NEP (neprilysin). Furthermore, AICD overexpression alters PTCH1 (Patched homolog 1) expression, thus, modifying the Shh (Sonic hedgehog) pathway, which is involved in adult neurogenesis [33] . The increased Aβ production in the brain of AD patients is the cause of yet another characteristic of the disease, which is brain insulin resistance. The amyloid oligomers trigger the TNF-α/JNK pathway promoting the phosphorylation of IRS-1 (Insulin receptor substrate 1) inactivating it and enhancing its internalization, leading to a decreased insulin sensitivity paralleling the one seen in Type 2 diabetes [44] . Recent reappraisals of the amyloid cascade hypothesis have highlighted that Aβ-independent factors may also contribute to the disease process. Interestingly, patients with Down syndrome (DS), which present excess of Aβ peptides in their brain, have a high prevalence of AD and are prone to develop this disease at younger age than the normal population [45, 46] . The APP gene is located in chromosome γ-secretase 21 (HSA21), and thus, in DS patients there is one extra copy of this gene, which is considered to be responsible for the excessive amount of Aβ peptides in their brain [47, 48] . However, the APP gene is not the only gene present in HSA21 that has a role in the development of AD. DYRK1A, which encodes for the dual-specificity tyrosinephosphorylation-regulated kinase, is also overexpressed in DS, and an increased immunoreactivity against this kinase is observed in several AD brain regions [49] . The targets of this kinase include the AD related proteins APP, tau, and α-synuclein [49] [50] [51] . Furthermore, DYRK1A phosphorylates PSEN-1 (presenilin 1) increasing its half-life and the γ-secretase activity [52] , and Aβ can increase DYRK1A mRNA levels, generating a positive feedback [53] .
Tau is also a DYRK1A target, and tau phopshorylation by DYRK1A primes it for GSK-3β phosphorylation, leading to the hyperphosphorylated state [49] . Interestingly, DYRK1A protein has been found to be associated with NFT in sporadic AD, possibly through tau phosphorylation. The aggregation of the hyperphosphorylated tau into paired helical filaments gives rise to the NFT that have been associated with cognitive decline in AD [54] . Tau is a protein involved in microtubule assembly and stabilization [18] that contributes to neuronal plasticity and consolidation of the neuronal network [54] . In the course of the disease, hyperphosphorylated tau polymerizes into filaments that constitute the NFT, which formation and accumulation is considered toxic. During the last decade, this assumption has been questioned [55] and the tangles have even been considered protective against the oxidative damage that precedes AD clinical manifestations [54] . Nonetheless, although neither Aβ peptides nor NFT are exclusive to AD, when a high number of senile plaques or NFT are present, they are used for diagnosis and considered pathognomonic for the disease [56] . These combined observations raise the possibility that DYRK1A may be a critical contributor to tau dysfunction and tau pathology of AD and, moreover, that this kinase may be an important therapeutic target for pharmacological interventions seeking to modify the course of tau pathology in AD.
Oxidative stress
As stated above, neuronal cell loss in AD has been related, among other mechanisms, to oxidative stress and an excessive generation of free-radicals [57] . Oxidative damage takes place in the AD brain before the observation of the plaques and it has been identified as the earliest event in this disease [58] . The sensitivity of the brain to oxidative stress is caused mainly by its low levels of antioxidant enzymes and molecules, and its richness in polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) [59] . A variety of markers evidence that AD brain is under high oxidative stress including lipid peroxidation (LPO), as shown by the high brain concentrations of acrolein, MDA (malondialdehyde) or HNE (4-hydroxynonenal) [60] [61] [62] , protein oxidation [60] , and nucleic acid oxidation (affecting both DNA [63, 64] and RNA [65] ).
The presence of ROS induces the LPO of PUFA, which leads to membrane damage, thus hindering the integrity of the cell, and to the generation of toxic products, which are more stable than ROS, therefore being able to spread the damage to other regions [59, 66] . AD brains show LPO damage localized in the most affected areas being one of the earliest detectable oxidative damage [59, 62, 66] . Furthermore, LPO is tightly related to excessive Aβ production through the upregulation of BACE-1 [66] , and, in turn, the increased Aβ production raises the levels of LPO [60] , generating a positive feedback.
The two most important toxic by-products generated by LPO are acrolein and HNE [57, 59, 60, 66] , known to crosslink with proteins leading to functional impairment and extensive cellular damage [57, 60] . The toxic effects of these compounds are wide, but important for the pathophysiology of AD. One of the systems affected by these compounds ability to bind proteins is the antioxidant system. Both products conjugate with GSH depleting it [60, 66] , thus stripping the system of antioxidant power. In the case of acrolein, its GSH conjugate GS-propionaldehyde is still toxic, generating anion superoxide [66] . Furthermore, they inactivate the antioxidant enzymes such as GST (Glutathione-S-transferase), ALDH1 (aldehyde dehydrogenase), ALDH2, TR (thioredoxin reductase), and Trx (thioredoxin) [59, 66] . Therefore, LPO would increase the oxidative stress present in AD. Additionally, both acrolein and HNE inhibit the glucose transporter [59, 62, 66] , impairing the energy metabolism, and the glutamate transporter, decreasing its reuptake [59, 60, 62, 66] . Glutamate toxicity is a well-described mechanism in AD, the excess glutamate leading to increased intracellular calcium concentrations which, in turn, increase ROS production and, and finally lead to cell death through apoptosis [60, 61] . Interestingly, the increase of intracellular calcium concentrations is one of the most prominent effects of LPO by-products. This is because the damage in the membranes intrinsic of LPO leads to changes in the neuronal membrane polarization, generating a calcium influx [66] . Changes in calcium homeostasis can also be caused by the HNE-induced impairment of ion-motive ATPase activity [62] . The increase of intracellular calcium is one of the several causes that lead to apoptosis after LPO; however other cellular mechanisms also play their part. HNE is known to interact with cell cycle controlling proteins such as p38 [57] and p53 [66] , it can also activate the pro-apoptotic protein caspase-3, and inhibit the NF-κB-dependent activation of the antiapoptotic enzymes Bcl-2 and MnSOD [66] . Through these mechanisms, HNE favors the apoptotic pathway contributing to the neurodegeneration. Additionally, LPO has been seen to activate JNK, inducing apoptosis. This LPO-dependent induction can be either direct or through an LPO-induced increase in Aβ production [66] .
LPO has a role in three of the hallmarks of AD are synaptic loss, the formation of NFTs, and the loss of ChAT activity. Acrolein and HNE can modify several cytoskeleton proteins, affecting synapse maintenance and formation [60, 62, 66] , and tau protein, inducing GSK-3β phosphorylation [62] and rendering it insensitive to dephosphorylation [66] , leading, thus, to its oligomerization and to the formation of NFT [60, 62, 66] . Additionally, HNE has proven to bind ChAT leading to its inhibition after in vitro Aβ treatment [60, 62, 66] . It is worth noting that HNE, acrolein, and their modified proteins can be found in NFT and senile plaques and are associated with ε4 allele of ApoE gene [60, 62] , linking most of the proposed mechanisms of AD.
NGF metabolism
NGF (nerve growth factor) has a key role in the survival of the basal forebrain cholinergic neurons. In AD brains there is an alteration of its metabolism that leads to higher concentrations of proNGF in opposite of the mature form. This imbalance leads to a higher activation of the p75 NTR pathway, which can result in cellular apoptosis. Furthermore, TrkA receptors levels are decreased in cortical and nucleus basalis magnocellularis neurons, generating a deficit in the retrograde transport of NGF to the basal forebrain cholinergic neurons, and, thus, increasing their neurodegeneration. Additionally, some animal models with deficit in NGF have recapitulated part of the AD phenotype, including cholinergic neurodegeneration, cognitive deficits, and amyloid plaque deposition [67] .
Alteration of adult neurogenesis
Adult neurogenesis is thought to be one of the key factors taking part in neuronal plasticity in response to environmental stimuli [68] . It improves pattern separation and spatial memory [36] and its reduction is associated with aging and AD [36, 68] . In AD animal models there is a decrease in neurogenesis that is present before the appearance of the disease [36] . Numerous animal models of FAD have shown decreased NPC (neuronal progenitor cells) proliferation and neuronal differentiation related to the APPswe mutation and/or PS1ΔE9 (deletion of exon 9 of PSEN-1) [36] . Other genes related to APP such as ApoE have also proven to influence adult neurogenesis, as proven with transgenic mouse models. ApoE4 knock-in models and ApoE knock down models had both impaired adult neurogenesis [36] . Furthermore, neuronal maturation seems to be inhibited through two pathways, on one hand via CDK5 activation by Aβ and on the other through AICD [68] . Tau phosphorylation is tightly related with the neurogenesis deficit, as it accumulates in the neurogenic niches [36] . However, there have been other experiments where the expression of FAD related genes lead to an increased neurogenesis, therefore more research with similar techniques is needed [36, 68] .
There are less studies performed in humans and most of them are conflicting [36] , one study established a relation between the decrease in hippocampal stem cells and ChAT activity, and noted that the decrease in neurogenesis was dependent on several facts such as stage of the disease and neurogenesis niche areas [68] . Furthermore, the effect of the neurogenesis decrease on cognition is not yet fully understood, as there is only a single study where they could correlate neurogenesis decline with contextual fear conditioning [36] .
Therapeutic approaches in the treatment of Alzheimer Disease: from anticholinergic drugs to the secondary prevention of neurodegenerative diseases
To date, there is no effective therapeutic intervention for AD [69] . Based on the deficit in cholinergic neurotransmission AChE inhibitors (donepezil, galantamine, rivastigmine) are used in therapeutics to treat mild to moderate AD in order to restore the cholinergic loss. Other drugs approved are based mainly on observed alterations on neurotransmitter systems as for the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist memantine, and these are mainly used to treat moderate to severe AD [70] . However, these current therapeutic strategies are only symptomatic and the improvements in memory that they provide are temporary, modest, and do not change the disease progression [54] . Even so, the number of clinical trials related to AD surpasses 1,500 (including over 400 ongoing and more than 1,100 already closed) [71] , evidencing a lack of understanding of the multifactorial etiology and high complexity of the underlying mechanisms.
Main efforts today are oriented at the secondary prevention of AD. Nutritional habits, exercise and cognitive stimulation taken in combination may provide protection to neurodegeneration. The modulatory effect of diet on the risk of suffering certain diseases has been widely researched. Although primarily described in cardiovascular diseases, this fact has also been related to neurodegenerative disorders [72] . Epidemiological data suggest that cognitive impairment in general, and AD, in particular, could be prevented by antioxidants, vitamins E and B, and PUFAs present in wine, vegetables, fruits and fish [17] . As previously mentioned, an imbalance between ROS production and the antioxidant defense system is generally observed in neurodegenerative diseases. The specific evidence of oxidative stress in AD indicates the potential role that antioxidants such as dietary polyphenols could play in the prevention of these diseases. Polyphenols are secondary metabolites produced by plants that are abundant in fruits, vegetables, olive oil, red wine, and tea. Dietary polyphenols are highly unlikely to provide a direct antioxidant effects mainly because their low dosage and poor bioavailability. Nevertheless, their natural origin and reactivity towards multiple targets in biological systems have highlighted them as interesting compounds to deal with the multifactorial etiology of these diseases [73] .
GREEN TEA POLYPHENOLS AND SECONDARY PREVENTION OF ALZHEMIER DISEASE
Tea is one of the dietary sources of polyphenols and one of the most popular consumed beverages worldwide. Green tea constitutes about 20% of the world tea production and is mainly consumed in Japan, China, and other Asian countries [74] . It is produced by brewing dried leaves and buds of Camelia sinensis. Green tea consumption has been proposed to have a great variety of beneficial health effects including neuroprotective, anti-carcinogenic, anti-obesogenic, antiatherosclerotic, hypolipidemic, anti-diabetic, antiinflammatory, anti-bacterial, and antiviral [75] [76] [77] . However, little epidemiological data are available regarding green tea consumption and cognitive function. The first and only study that focuses on the possible relationship between green tea and cognitive impairment was performed in the context of the Tsurugaya project, a comprehensive geriatric assessment of elderly Japanese population. Cognitive function, as measured by the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) score, inversely correlated with green tea consumption. Subjects drinking more than two cups of green tea per day were less cognitively impaired than those drinking only one cup per day or less [78] .
All these effects have been attributed to the tea polyphenols, known as catechins. Catechins are components of a more general class of flavonoids, the flavan-3-ols. There are four major catechins present in green tea. In decreasing order of abundance, they are (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), (-)-epigallocatechin (EGC), (-)-epicatechin-3-gallate (ECG) and (-)-epicatechin (EC) [79] (Figure 2) . Two other catechins (gallocatechin and catechin) are considered trace or minor components [80] . EGCG is the most abundant catechin in green tea and it accounts for 50-80% of the total tea catechins [81] . A normal brewed cup of green tea with 2.5 g of tea leaves may contain between 130 and 180 mg of EGCG [74] . Besides being the most abundant green tea catechin, EGCG has gathered a lot of attention and is considered the most bioactive tea compound [76] .
EGCG general overview of its pharmacokinetics and metabolic disposition
In experimental studies EGCG has been administered in the form of standardized green tea extracts or as purified EGCG. The extracts result from a water based extraction method, which begins with green tea leaves and then involves successive steps to concentrate the catechins, thought to be responsible for the health benefits of green tea. Polyphenon E (Polyphenon E International) is a green tea catechin-enriched extract that contains 80% to 98% total catechins by weight, with EGCG as the main component accounting for 50% to 75% of the material. Polyphenon 60 (Sigma Aldrich), with a minimum content of 60% of total catechins, is also available. Another preparation is the Mega Green Tea Extract (Life Extension) that contains 98% total polyphenols and 45% EGCG. These preparations have variable concentrations of caffeine or can be decaffeinated. Highly purified EGCG from green tea extract (95%) is also available (DSM Nutritional Products, Teavigo). All these products have been assayed in animal models and in humans, and, thus, aspects to take into consideration when looking at the results, are the different dosing protocols used, potential differences in bioavailability, and the interaction of catechins other than EGCG in its bioavailability and elicited effects.
During the last two decades, a great deal of work has been dedicated to the pharmacokinetics of tea catechins. Important advances have also been accomplished in the knowledge of the complex metabolic biotransformation these compounds undergo in animals and humans [82, 83] . Oral bioavailability of EGCG is relatively low possibly due to its gastrointestinal stability, its poor intestinal absorption, and its extensive hepatic and intestinal first-pass metabolism [80] . The phase III metabolism or active efflux carried out by multidrug resistance-associated proteins (MRP) may be involved in EGCG absorption. Evidences from in vitro studies are pending of confirmation in vivo [84] . A number of pharmacokinetic parameters such as the time to achieve maximum plasma concentration (T max ) after oral administration (which is about 1-1.5 hours) or the elimination half-life (t 1/2 ), that fluctuates between 3 and 4 hours [74] were derived from blood and urine EGCG concentrations in humans [85, 86] . Like other gallated flavan-3-ols, EGCG is found in plasma in its non-conjugated form (77-90%) [76] . Interesting for the potential neuroprotective effects of EGCG, is its ability to distribute into the brain after oral administration both in mice [87] and rats [88] .
Green tea catechins undergo several phase II metabolism reactions. The enzymes involved in these reactions are catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), UDPglucuronosyltransferases, and sulfotransferases (SULT), which generate a great variety of methylated, glucuronidated, and sulfated metabolites, respectively [81, 84] . Additionally, three ring-fission metabolites that are produced by colonic microbiota have also been identified in human urine and plasma following green tea intake [79] . The chemical structure of EGCG and the positions at where the main metabolic reactions take place are represented in Figure 3 . Enzymes implicated in these reactions are catechol methyltransferase (COMT), UDP-glucuronosyl transferase (UDPGT), and sulfotransferase (SULT). COMT catalyzed EGCG methylation has been observed in vivo in humans, mice, and rats [79] . The positions where this reaction takes place are 4'' and 4' leading to the monomethylated 4'-Omethyl-EGCG and the bismethylated 4',4''-di-O-methyl-EGCG. Most EGCG metabolites are biologically inactive, except for methylated metabolites, which can display biological activity through mechanisms other than those attributed to EGCG [89, 90] .
Potential beneficial effects of EGCG in AD
EGCG has received significant attention as a therapeutic agent due to its multiple mechanisms of action that may target several of the multifactorial mechanisms underlying neurodegeneration in AD. Although the first described mechanisms included free radical scavenging, iron-chelating, and anti-inflammatory activities, current scientific knowledge has demonstrated other intracellular molecular targets behind EGCG mechanism of action [91] . EGCG is involved in the regulation of calcium homeostasis, the modulation of different kinases (including MAPK, AKT and PKC activation, and DYRK1A inhibition), the induction of multiple phase II detoxifying enzymes via Nrf2 activation, [92] and the activation of cell cycle genes. EGCG is also involved in the processing of APP through the modulation of different secretase activities such as ADAM10 or BACE-1.
The potential beneficial effects in the context of AD have been studied in detail both in cell and animal models, allowing a deeper understanding of EGCG actions on the molecular cascades and biochemistry, as well as on cognition. Different cell lines have been used to this end (summarized in Table 2 ). The proposed mechanisms that will be examined in this review include: neuroprotection, neurorescue, protection against oxidative stress, protection against neuroinflammation, promotion of the nonamyloidogenic pathway, inhibition of the amyloidogenic pathway and other effects.
Cell studies have been complemented with animal model studies, in which there is the possibility of evaluating the EGCG effects on cognition and correlate them afterwards with molecular data. Several studies have been performed in different AD models both in rats and mice. Animal studies can be divided into two groups: those that use chemicallyinduced AD models (like LPS or Aβ) and those that use either aged animals or transgenic models of aging or AD including models expressing amyloid precursor protein (APP) Tg2576, APP/presenilin 1, 3xAD, single h-Tau, and models of physiological aging. Genetically modified and aged mice provide a closer model to human AD pathology (familial and sporadic) than induced models. The use of transgenic models expressing human APP is widely extended, despite rodent APP being less prone to aggregate as well as to be cleaved by β-secretases [33] . All transgenic mouse models are based on familiar AD mutations, mainly because the causes of sporadic AD are not yet fully understood. For this reason, there is not a mouse model that exhibits all the alterations seen in human AD, but rather several mouse models that allow studying several aspects of the disease in isolation. APP transgenic mouse models do recapitulate most of the signs of the disease, including plaque formation and memory impairment, but they do not have NFT despite having increased tau phosphorylation. To obtain NFT in AD mouse models there is a need to breed multitransgenic mouse models with mutated tau. Other aspects that are also different in mouse models are neuroinflammation and neuronal cell loss. These differences could be due to the time course of the disease that is shorter in mice than in humans [93] . All the results from animal models are summarized in Table 3a (for EGCG) and 3b (for other flavonoids), and are further explained below.
Neuroprotection
Neuroprotection is the most widely studied beneficial effect of EGCG. This action is mostly associated to the reduction of Aβ-induced toxicity. Experiments performed in several cell lines (PC12 and SK-N.MC) that were preincubated with different concentrations of EGCG showed a decrease in the cell death induced by the addition of both aggregated and monomeric Aβ forms [94, 95] . This antiapoptotic effect was also seen in cortical primary mice cells co-treated with varying doses of EGCG and 20 μM Aβ [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [96] . In a different experiment rat cortical neurons, pretreatment of with 10 μM EGCG for 30 minutes before adding 1 μM of oligomeric Aβ, prevented both the mitochondrial dysfunction and the inhibition of NMDAinduced Ca 2+ influx triggered by Aβ shedding light into possible mechanisms [97] . Recent research has pointed out to a specific pathway that could be responsible of the neuroprotective effects of EGCG. These experiments, performed in rat cortical neurons, showed that the antiapoptotic effect of EGCG was due to the activation of the α7nAChR pathway, as the blockade of α7nAChR prevented the beneficial effects observed including increased viability, decreased DNA fragmentation, and decreased ROS production (Pathway included in Figure 4 ) [98] . Thus, EGCG-driven neuroprotection can prevent cell death induced by Aβ, in vitro.
The results of the cell models experiments, led to in vivo preclinical trials. In rats, oral administration of 5 g/L of the green tea extract Polyphenon E (PE) in drinking water prevented the induction of AD phenotypes through a cerebral infusion of Aβ , such as the increase in working and reference memory errors caused by Aβ 1-40 , as assessed through radial maze [99] . Two sets of experiments induced AD in mice through intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) administration of LPS or Aβ 1-42 after a 3-week oral pretreatment with EGCG. Behavioral testing in the Morris Water Maze (MWM), a spatial learning hippocampal dependent test and in the passive avoidance test, that measures cholinergic-dependent recent memory, which is one of the early signs of AD-dementia, showed an improving effect of EGCG, suggesting a protective effect against LPS and Aβ 1-42 [100, 101] toxicity. One of the latest published results also explored the interaction between EGCG and voluntary exercise. Both EGCG alone and the combined treatment showed improved performance in the nest building behavior, indicative of executive function and the Barnes maze, a more complex version of the MWM, in the TgCRND8 model of AD [102] . However, it is worth noting that neuroprotective activity is possibly of little importance when the disease has already started, but can be regarded as prevention.
Neurorescue
EGCG treatment is not only preventive through protection against neurotoxicity but has also rescuing activity. Therefore, acting after the damage has started is also possible. Experiments using different insults in PC12 cells have shown the capacity of EGCG to rescue cell viability once the damage has already started [94] . In serum withdrawal conditions, EGCG could improve toxicity hallmarks through the activation and membrane translocation of PKCα, which inhibits the pro-apoptotic enzymes caspase-3, PARP, and Bad [103] . The same results regarding cell viability were replicated in a different experiment using MC65 -a neuroblastoma derived cell line overexpressing APP-C99 in an inducible manner. This anti-apoptotic effect was due to the inhibition of c-Abl-FE65 (c-Abl oncogene and amyloid β precursor protein-binding, family B member 1). c-Abl translocates to the nucleus under Aβ overproduction where it induces apoptosis, this translocation being dependent on the interaction of c-Abl and FE65. Furthermore, the inhibition of this interaction also leads to a decreased GSK-3β phosphorylation potentially reducing tau phosphorylation (Schematic representations of the pathways included in Figure 4 ) [95] . EGCG use in transgenic mouse models confirmed its ability to rescue damaged tissues. Most of the animals used in these experiments were old animals with an already established AD. Rezai-Zadeh administered intraperitoneal (i.p.) EGCG 20 mg/kg for 60 days to aged Tg2576 mice -overexpressing Swedish mutant of APPbefore behavioral testing in radial arm water maze (RAWM), which is particularly sensitive to the cognitive effects of Aβ accumulation in the brain [104] , and found an EGCGinduced working memory improvement [105] . Similar results were observed in working and reference memory in the MWM test after 4-month oral administration. Molecular analysis of the brain lysates manifested a decreased interaction of c-Abl and FE65 in accordance with the in vitro results. The authors suggested that this interaction could contribute to the reduction of spatial memory retention displayed by these transgenic mice [95] . Furthermore, oral administration of green tea extract during 6 months in two different mouse models of aging, the aged C57BL/6J, and the SAMP8 (Senescence-accelerated prone) mouse, improved their performance in the MWM test reducing the escape latency during the learning phase and increasing the time spent in the target quadrant, as well as the number of platform crossings during the reference memory probe trial. Both models presented increases in PKA/CREB pathway, along with increments in the synaptic-plasticity related proteins PSD95, BDNF, and CamKII, which would explain the improvement in long-term memory, LTP (long term potentiation), and synaptic function observed in the behavioral testing (Figure 4) [106, 107] . PS2, a completely different aging mouse model overexpressing hPS2m (human presenilin 2) was also administered with EGCG for 1 week and showed identical results on the MWM [100] . Similarly, EGCG proved to be able to rescue hippocampal-dependent learning and memory deterioration of cholinergic-dependent recent memory in the double transgenic mice APPswe/PS1ΔE9 [108] .These improvements were paired with a decrease in hippocampal APP protein and decreased Aβ 1-40 plaque burden. Interestingly, these results were linked Neuroprotection: the activation of the α7nAChR pathway has been proven to be an effector of EGCG antiapoptotic effects. Neurorescue: the pathways involved in this effect are several and include the inhibition of tau phosphorylation through the inhibition of c-Abl-FE65-dependent activation of GSK-3β, the inhibition of several pathways that induce cell death, including p75NTR, while activating the CREB pathway, and other proteins involved in synaptic plasticity; furthermore, EGCG decreases AChE activity. Modulation of APP processing: EGCG acts as an activator of the non-amyloidogenic pathway through different cascades, one of them being its direct interaction with ERα; furthermore, it decreases both β-and γ-secretase activities as well as inhibiting APP and BACE-1 expression; finally, it inhibits oligomer formation preventing the inhibition of PrPc (an inhibitor of BACE-1). Effects on tau and DYRK1A: the direct inhibition of DYRK1A has an effect on its kinase activity, preventing the phosphorylation of tau, APP, and PSEN-1, furthermore EGCG inhibits tau phosphorylation through other unstudied pathways. Protection against oxidative stress: EGCG promotes the activation of antioxidant proteins and the transcription of HO-1 through its activation of Nrf2. Protection against neuroinflammation: through the inhibition of amyloid plaque-induced astrocyte activation, as well as the inhibition of some proinflammatory cytokines and proteins, EGCG ameliorates the neuroinflammation present in AD. Promotion of adult neurogenesis: the activation of the Shh pathway by EGCG leads to an increased neurogenesis, on the other hand, EGCG acts sinergically with BDNF to promote neuronal differentiation.
to an increase in NGF leading to activation of the TrkA pathway, and inhibition of p75 NTR (Figure 4 ) [109] .
However, the beneficial effects of EGCG on cognition are not limited to aged or transgenic mice, as the administration of 20 mg/kg EGCG daily for 2 months in 2-month-old mice improved both object recognition and spatial memory [110] . Beneficial effects could also be detected in a non-transgenic mouse model (icv-STZ mouse) of AD. STZ leads to a chronic brain dysfunction caused by increased oxidative stress, and is characterized by progressive long term deficits in learning, memory, and cognition that were rescued upon EGCG administration in young rats two weeks. This cognitive effect could be related to the inhibitory effect of EGCG on the AChE activity, which is increased after STZ administration [111] . Regarding the molecular mechanisms EGCG [103] decreases caspase-3 brain levels, suggesting an antiapoptotic activity [109, 112] . Additionally, EGCG decreases S100B hippocampal levels triggered by STZ i.c.v. administration, while increasing its levels in CSF (Figure 4 ) [111] . S100B has a dose dependent effect on neurons, protecting them from apoptosis, stimulating neurite outgrowth, and long-term neuronal plasticity at nanomolar concentrations, and increasing Aβ toxicity and apoptosis at micromolar concentrations [113] . EGCG neurorescueing capacity is interesting in clinical practice because it opens the possibility of using it as treatment when AD is already diagnosed to stop its advance, ideally at the first stages of the disease. Its ability to arrest apoptosis would lead to a decreased neuronal loss and, thus, possibly, to amelioration of the memory problems. Additionally, EGCG can prevent oxidative damage in vivo, as shown with the STZ model, covering yet another of the main causes of the disease.
Modulation of APP processing
EGCG has shown its capacity to regulate APP processing in several experiments that would reduce Aβ deposition. One of the first experiments to prove that EGCG was able to promote the activation of the non-amyloidogenic pathway was performed in SH-SY5Y (human neuroblastoma cell line) and PC12 cell lines, known to constitutively express APP and release sAPPα into the culture medium. EGCG treatment increased the amount of sAPPα released in a dose-dependent manner. This augmented liberation was subject to a stimulation of PKC activity leading to an increase in the α-secretase activity (Figure 4 ) [94] . In a similar experiment, Rezai-Zadeh et al tested the effect of EGCG in SweAPPN2a cell line -murine N2a cells transfected with human Swedish mutant form of APPobtaining the same results regarding the sAPPα release. Additionally, the intracellular amounts of α-CTF were also increased, as was the α-secretase activity. Aβ concentrations were analyzed both in SweAPPN2a cell line and in primary neurons obtained from Tg2576, EGCG treatment decreased both Aβ and Aβ [114] .
Comparable results were obtained in a supplementary experiment using SH-SY5Y cell line and CHO/ΔNL (Chinese Hamster ovary cells transfected with human APP695 containing the Swedish mutation). Moreover, the treatment with EGCG decreased the levels of holo-APP and total APP. This reduction is due to EGCG iron chelating properties that lead to the inhibition of APP translation [115] . Further experimentation proved that ADAM10 was the α-secretase involved in EGCG anti-amyloidogenic activity. EGCG increases ADAM10 maturation, being, thus, a key process for the changes in the concentrations of APP cleavage products (Figure 4) [116] . Additional experiments by Lin et al kept in line with the previous observations, namely that EGCG increased sAPPα release [95] .
The mechanism that leads to the induction of the maturation of ADAM10 by EGCG seems to be dependent on ERα (estrogen receptor alpha) binding. ERα induces the PI3K/Akt pathway increasing the maturation of ADAM10. However, EGCG can act through furin increasing its levels and, because furin is a convertase that takes part in the maturation of ADAM10, the levels of mature ADAM10 are increased (Figure 4 ) [117] . However, not all the effects of EGCG on APP processing are dependent on the activation of the non-amyloidogenic pathway or the decrease of APP translation. Shimmyo et al reported the capacity of EGCG to suppress BACE-1 activation when it was co-incubated with Aβ 1-42 ( Figure 4) . Therefore, this would mean that EGCG is also able to suppress the amyloidogenic pathway [118] . This action could be related to the fact that EGCG has proven to be able to affect the oligomer conformation, preventing the Aβ oligomers from binding PrPc avoiding, therefore, Aβ inhibition of the PrPc inhibition of BACE-1 activity, stopping Aβ induced cell death (Figure 4 ) [119] .
Following the results obtained in the cell model, Levites et al, used young adult mice administered with 2 mg/kg EGCG and analyzed the amounts of both APP and sAPP. EGCG administration in these non-AD mice model proved to decrease membrane bound APP in the hippocampus when administered orally for at least 7 days, and to increase sAPP in the hippocampus after 14 days of administration. Furthermore, and in accordance to the results from cell culture, both PKCα and PKCε translocated to the membrane and increased in the cytosolic fraction. This would lead to an increased PKC-dependent activation of the α-secretase promoting the non-amyloidogenic pathway (Figure 4) [94] .
The effect of EGCG on the activation of α-secretase was confirmed in vivo using aged Tg2576 mice receiving EGCG either i.p. or i.c.v. Both increased α-CTF and sAPPα brain levels while decreasing Aβ and Aβ . These results are coupled with an increased α-secretase activity [114] . A subsequent experiment with chronic oral administration (6 months) of EGCG, provided consistent results regarding the decrease in Aβ and Aβ 1-42, both soluble and insoluble forms, and the increase in sAPPα release. Additionally, Aβ deposition was decreased in several brain areas, including the hippocampus, and ADAM10 maturation was increased. Therefore, the beneficial cognitive effects detected upon i.p. EGCG administration could derive from this shift in the APP processing pathways that lead to a decreased plaque burden [105] . Lin et al obtained similar results, regarding hippocampal Aβ and Aβ 1-42 levels, and Aβ plaque load in the Tg2576 with a lower EGCG dose (20 mg/kg/day) [95] . This decrease of Aβ and Aβ 1-42 levels has been consistently seen in several other experiments using either induced or aging models of AD, as well as pure EGCG or green tea catechins [100, 101, 107, 112] . Additionally, Lee et al observed a decreased number of amyloid plaques when mice were pretreated with EGCG before LPS injection [112] . Some in vivo studies reported decreases in the activities of β-and γ-secretases, [100, 101] as well as in the expression of BACE-1 and APP [112] , hinting to a possible promotion of the non amyloidogenic pathway through inhibition of the amyloidogenic, in accordance with the results obtained by Shimmyo et al in cell culture (Figure 4 ) [118] . Additionally, as seen in the introduction, Aβ is known to trigger brain insulin resistance. A recent study using the double transgenic mouse model APPswe/PS1ΔE9, explored the effect of EGCG on brain insulin resistance. EGCG could decrease the phosphorylation of S636 in IRS-1, while increasing its downstream targets pAkt and pGSK3-β ( Figure 4 ) [108] . Therefore, EGCG decreases brain insulin resistance. It is possible that this effect is mediated, in part, through the reduction Aβ 1-42 hippocampal levels. Additionally, EGCG did also decrease the levels of TNF-α and pJNK, markers of neuroinflammation ( Figure 4 ) [108] .
In summary, the effects of EGCG on APP processing have been studied extensively because of APP relation with AD. EGCG acts on Aβ production through two different pathways, on one hand it decreases Aβ production by activating ADAM10, favoring the non-amyloidogenic pathway, and on the other hand reduces the amyloidogenic pathway through the inhibition of BACE-1. Less Aβ production would lead to a decreased formation of toxic Aβ oligomers and plaques. Oligomers are one of the causes of synaptic loss and neurodegeneration, while the plaques take part in the inflammatory process. Additionally, decreased concentrations of Aβ would also have an impact on LPO production. Finally, sAPPα is a known neuroprotective factor and stimulator of the adult neurogenesis, and increased concentrations should lead to beneficial effects. Therefore, EGCG effects on APP processing would have consequences on other AD pathways. However, it is worth noting that, as with most of the mechanisms listed, the treatment would need to start before the disease begins, because the accumulation of Aβ in the synapses is a long-term process that should be stopped from the start as to avoid the onset of the disease.
Effects on tau and DYRK1A
Rezai-Zadeh et al observed a decrease in the sarkosylsoluble phospho-tau upon EGCG treatment in the Tg2576 model ( Figure 4) [105] , which is interesting since sarkosyl soluble phospho-tau are probably the neurotoxic forms of phospho-tau. However, this is the only study so far to research this effect, since tau aggregation correlates with the degree of cognitive impairment, its decrease could be relevant to the treatment of AD.
Among other genes of interest, DYRK1A has been associated with AD both in general population and in DS patients [49, 50, 52] , EGCG effects on this protein should be taken into consideration. EGCG is known to inhibit DYRK1A activity in vitro, (Figure 4 ) [120] and an in vivo study using Dyrk1a transgenic mice overexpressing this gene proved that the administration of a green tea extract from gestation was able to rescue brain morphogenesis alterations, learning deficits and several markers of synaptic plasticity [121] . Therefore it is possible that EGCG could modify DYRK1A activity on APP, tau, and PSEN-1 having yet another mechanism to prevent the course of AD. However, no experimentation has been done in this regard and it remains a hypothesis.
Protection against oxidative stress
Both the neuroprotection and the neurorescueing capacities of EGCG are related to several intra and extracellular mechanisms that, ultimately, lead to a decrease in the neurotoxicity triggered by Aβ. Lin et al, and He et al highlight an EGCG mediated decrease in Aβ-dependent ROS production in their experiments [95, 97] . Co-incubating EGCG at various concentrations, and 5 μM Aβ 1-42 for 48 hours also attenuated ROS production in a primary culture from rat cerebral cortex [118] . Thereby, EGCG reduces the oxidative stress caused by Aβ in cell culture. Furthermore, pre-incubating rat hippocampal neurons (H 19-7) with 25 μM EGCG for 12 hours before exposing them to 50 mU/mL GOX (glucose oxidase), maintained cell viability due to the induction of HO-1 (heme oxygenase) expression through Nrf2 (nuclear factor, erythroid-2) (Figure 4 ) [122] . The modulation of the Nrf2/ARE pathway by food polyphenols, and in particular by EGCG, is a nutritional neuroprotective strategy for cognitive and neurodegenerative disorders that should be taken into consideration when claiming the antioxidant effects of such compounds [123] . As highlighted in the introduction, oxidative stress, besides being toxic on its own, triggers several other mechanisms involved in the disease. Therefore lowering the ROS concentrations should have an impact on the other areas of the disease, even if it is not sufficient to stop it completely. In addition, the ability of EGCG to induce Nrf2-dependent gene expression has also been seen in cell models of cancer, where Nrf2 activation was dependent on several phosphorylation cascades ( Figure  4 ) [124, 125] . Furthermore, Nrf2 seems to both regulate and be regulated by miRNA, which are implicated in the regulation of phase II detoxifying enzymes and pro-oxidative enzymes [126] . Although the modulating effects of EGCG on miRNA have mainly been studied in cancer [127, 128] , it could still be possible that part of the antioxidant effects of EGCG on AD were related to this mechanism.
The modulation of ROS production by EGCG has been studied in several animal models. Haque et al reported a decrease in hippocampal and cortical ROS production, as well as in hippocampal LPO in their AD induced mouse model, after Polyphenon E pre-administration [99] . Similarly, the administration of EGCG in the STZ induced AD model reduced ROS content while upregulating the antioxidant enzyme GPx [111] . In addition, previous studies in aged rats had already reported the ability of oral EGCG to upregulate the activity of several antioxidant enzymes including GPx, SOD, catalase, GR, and G6PDH, as well as antioxidant molecules such as ascorbic acid, α-tocopherol, and GSH (Figure 4) . Furthermore, EGCG could also decrease other markers of oxidation, such as LPO or the amount of protein carbonyls [129] .
Studies using SAMP10 mice treated with Polyphenon 70S for different time periods reported changes in brain anatomy. The treatment was able to prevent the decrease in brain weight observed in these mice, as well as the increased oxidative DNA damage [130, 131] . This prevention of the brain atrophy correlated with the cognitive improvements observed, especially with the learning improvements [130] . Additionally, Polyphenon 70S treatment increased the antioxidant activity in serum in aged mice compared to the age-matched controls [131] .
In summary, EGCG has proven to lower oxidative stress both in vivo and in vitro. This effect is achieved by a dual mechanism, reducing ROS production at the same time that it increases the natural antioxidant defenses. One of the most important findings is that EGCG is able to produce its antioxidant effect in aged models that have, already, an increased oxidative stress.
Protection against neuroinflammation
As stated in the introduction, oxidative stress and neuroinflammation are closely related. Chronic neuroinflammation is predominant in AD brains, and is not an isolated sign, but rather a product of the combined action of oxidative stress, Aβ plaques, and others. Furthermore, inflammation increases Aβ concentrations in the brain, and several cytokines induce Aβ plaques aggregation. Neuroinflammation is also a cause for oxidative stress through feedback mechanisms, and thus, a decrease in neuroinflammation would affect oxidative stress as well as Aβ deposition.
In a set of experiments performed by the same research group, EGCG demonstrated antineuroinflammatory properties against LPS (lipopolysaccharide) induced neuroinflammation. On their first experiment, LPS was injected i.c.v. after a 3-week pretreatment with EGCG; the pretreatment prevented the increase in GFAP positive cells as well as the induction of iNOS and COX-2, as well as the deficits in PAP and MWM (Figure 4) [101] . Recently, they have replicated such results in an in vitro model using astrocytes from newborn rats. In this experiment EGCG reduced the LPS-induced activation of iNOS and COX2 as well as the concentrations of several cytokines [112] . Furthermore, they used the scheme of the previous in vivo experiment to induce systemic inflammation and evaluate the effects of EGCG on neuroinflammation in that model.. The results for this new experiment were comparable with the previous including: prevention of the astrocyte activation as well as of the increased levels of M-CSF, ICAM-1, IL-16, and of the increased activities of iNOS and COX-2 ( Figure 4 ). This study is able to connect the effects seen in the biochemical analysis with the improvements in behavior [112] . These results are in agreement with the in vitro experiments, concerning neuroprotective activities of EGCG.
Promotion of adult neurogenesis
Another possible beneficial effect of an AD drug would be its neurogenesis-promoting effects. EGCG was also shown to be able to promote differentiation in PC12 cells, and thus it could induce the regeneration of injured cells in the damaged areas of the brain, such as the hippocampus [103] . Moreover, culturing mouse NPCs with different concentrations of EGCG promoted NPCs proliferation through the Shh pathway activation (Figure 4) . However, in this case, EGGC did not exert an effect on differentiation [110] . These effects on differentiation and proliferation could be related to the increase of sAPPα concentrations, because this peptide is a known inducer of neurogenesis.
Following these results that demonstrated the effect of EGCG on NPCs proliferation in vitro, Wang et al, performed in vivo experiments using C57BL/6J mice receiving 20 mg/kg EGCG daily for 60 days. These in vivo experiments proved that EGCG could induce adult hippocampal neurogenesis in vivo thanks to the activation of Shh pathway. This enhanced adult neurogenesis was coupled to an improvement in the cognitive performance [110] . Related to this, although through a different mechanism, EGCG and green tea polyphenols have proven to have the power to potentiate the neuritogenesis produced by low doses of BDNF, achieving the neuritogenic power of high doses of BDNF (Figure 4 ) [132] . As stated in the introduction, the potentiation of the neurogenesis could be a potential therapeutic approach in regards to improve the plasticity. Therefore, the effects on neurogenesis exerted by EGCG would be of interest, because in AD there seems to be a decrease in the number of NPCs. However, research in this aspect is still very preliminary, and more experiments are needed to confirm both the state of adult neurogenesis in AD and the effect of EGCG on it.
CLINICAL TRIALS
A total number of 84 registered clinical trials (61 closed studies and 23 ongoing) aim to study the potential use of EGCG in humans. Some of these trials are evaluating its effect in AD as well as in other neurodegenerative diseases such as multiple sclerosis, Huntington disease, amyloidosis or Parkinson disease, for these diseases there are only results available for two clinical trials, and none of them examined changes in cognitive function or neurological status [133, 134] . Park et al studied the effects of a combination of green tea extract and L-theanine on memory and attention in 91 subjects with mild cognitive impairment; the results show an improvement in cognitive function [135] . Besides, there are two ongoing clinical trials using a green tea extract in the prevention of AD both in DS and in the general population: (i) Sunphenon EGCG in the Early Stage of AD (SUN-AK) (NCT00951834) and (ii) Normalization of DYRK1A and APP Function as an Approach to Improve Cognitive Performance and Decelerate AD Progression in DS Subjects: Epigallocatechin Gallate as Therapeutic Tool (NCT01699711). As soon as the ongoing clinical trials evaluate the results, more information about the role that EGCG neuroprotective effects play in the management of neurodegenerative diseases will be available.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The current evidence of EGCG in the context of AD management has been reviewed here. This compound is extensively present in diet regimes that have been related to beneficial health effects (i.e. Japanese) and is contained in foods that are consumed daily (e.g. green tea), suggesting that its regular consumption, even leading to small amounts in plasma, could exert protective biological effects. A factor associated to its dietary origin is its safety in humans as a wide range of doses has been tested in the area of chemoprevention without major adverse effects observed [136] . Its biological effects are broad (Figure 5) , conferring neuroprotection to different AD insults and being even able to rescue the detrimental effects exerted by such insults. A wide range of identified underlying mechanisms demonstrates that EGCG is not only antioxidant by both decreasing ROS production and increasing the levels of antioxidant enzymes through the activation of Nrf2-pathway.
Several other effects have drawn attention to its possible use as a therapeutic agent. Neuroinflammation, which together with oxidative stress has been seen to be important in AD brains, can also be reduced by EGCG, mainly through the inhibition of pro-inflammatory enzymes and the decrease in the production of cytokines, due to a reduction of the gliosis. Coupled to this anti-inflammatory effect, this compound can act on the insulin signaling, another pathway that is affected in AD, even if it is not exclusive of it. Both AD and diabetes share this alteration in brain insulin signaling that accounts for part of the deficits seen in AD. All these effects highlight the multiple applications that EGCG has in the field of neurodegeneration. However, it has some interesting effects that specifically target some of the most key causes of AD such as APP and tau hyper phosphorylation. Additionally, EGCG has also proven to decrease apoptosis and to promote both differentiation and adult neurogenesis, this would lead to a reduction in the decrease of cells observed in AD and to an increase in the synaptic plasticity. All these effects translate in an improvement of cognitive performance leading in animal models. Nevertheless, all these results need to be confirmed in humans to consider EGCG as an effective treatment for AD.
Furthermore, more research is needed to refine the mechanisms affected by EGCG. The kinase DYRK1A, which would explain the use not only in AD but also for DS, or the effect of EGCG on the miRNAs will certainly be extremely interesting targets in the future. 
